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GAM Background

• The Gender with Age Marker [GAM] is a tool which was developed collaboratively by UN agencies, INGOs and donors after the extensive rolled-out from 2015 to 2017 in DRC, Jordan and Ukraine

• It replaced the former Gender Marker [GM] tool
Objective

- This Refugee Joint Sectoral GAM Implementation Plan 2019 is part of the ISWG strategy to provide collective support of the GAM implementation to the 8 refugee sectors including 5 sub-sectors under the Jordan Response Plan [JRP]

- It is also aims to promote synergies on the outcomes of the GAM implementation by planning jointly and sharing challenges and lessons-learned within the network and sectors
Why GAM:

▪ Advocate for the inclusion of gender issues in project formulation.
▪ Advocate for sector assessments to disaggregate data by sex and age.
▪ Support the sector to interpret and analyse the different needs, risks and capacities of women, men, girls, and boys in order to shape the development of appropriate activities.
▪ Support the inclusion of gender equality measures (IASC Gender Handbook in Emergency Action Framework) in implementation, monitoring and evaluation.
Why GAM

- Support the sectors and the SGFPN updating and monitor the Refugee Joint Sectoral GAM Implementation Plan

- Contribute to sector information and analysis to ensure a more accurate understanding of gender equality measures in humanitarian action
Why GAM

- Support the sectors when identifying priorities and designing proposals to apply for the Jordan Humanitarian Fund (JHF)

- Promote inter-sector linkages for gender mainstreaming
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